
Terms and Conditions 

LNE Agri Earth (PTY) Ltd. Facebook competition – bauma CONEXPO AFRICA 2018. 

By entering this competition, participants agree to the following terms and conditions. 

 

Competition steps as advertised: 

1. Visit our stand & take a selfie on our green carpet 

2. Post it on our Facebook page @LNEAgriEarth 

3. Stand a chance to win R 5,000.00 off your next purchase 

 

Rules of entry: 

1. Entrants are required to physically visit the LNE Agri Earth stand (H6.H58) during bauma CONEXPO AFRICA 

between 13 & 16 March 2018. 

2. Entrants must take a photo in front of the “selfie wall” area located on the advertising banner wall. 

3. The photo is to be posted or shared to the LNE Agri Earth Facebook page (@LNEAgriEarth) during the 

duration of the exhibition (13 – 16 March 2018). Entrants may alternatively tag @LNEAgriEarth in their post 

on their own timeline.  

4. Photos posted will only be considered as a valid entry if they appear directly on the @LNEAgriEarth 

Facebook page or if @LNEAgriEarth is correctly tagged in a post to an entrant’s own timeline. 

5. Entries close at midnight on Sunday 18 March 2018. 

6. The prize winner will be selected by random draw on Monday 19 March 2018. 

7. The prize winner will be contacted on Facebook on Tuesday 20 March 2018.  

8. Should the prize winner not acknowledge receipt of their prize by no later than 31 March 2018, another 

prize winner will be randomly selected in the form of a draw. 

9. The prize winner’s photo entry will be shared on the LNE Agri Earth Facebook page as an announcement. 

 

Rules of prize:  

1. The prize winner selected will win a prize voucher for R 5,000.00 (five thousand rand) off the total amount 

due on their next purchase from LNE Agri Earth (Pty) Ltd. 

2. Should the total amount of the purchase be less than R 5,000.00, the prize winner may not claim the 

difference in cash nor carry over the difference to any following purchases. 

3. This prize is not transferable or redeemable for cash. 

4. This prize is valid for a period of 6 months from the date of receipt. 

5. This prize is redeemable subject to the availability of stock. 

 


